
McCullough, as a cook, was "all man". He could use

every pot in the kitchen for preparing a meal, as I
recall it, for the great chefs of the world do not

stop in the middle of preparing a repast and wash

pots and pans. He kept his knives finger-cutting
sharp and occasionally wore a white hat, apron, etc.,
to give the place a more distinguished look. His
menu often showed German potato salad (made it himself),
knockwurst mit home fried potatoes, various stroganoff
dishes, sandwiches similar to the best, varied soups.
rich beef stew, and similar items. He loved to cook!
And he like to see us eat! His pot and pan washers
had plenty to do, too. Naturally there were some who

thought his dishes too spicy and others who thought
them too bland, pleasing everyone is hard. But ol'
Jack put out a lot of stuff and if you couldn't get
it then you were just too picky. How the kitchen
fared financially I never. :knew, but I could hardly
wait for lunch, on days when I had a dollar.

Our Snack Bar was abs a student run operation al

though in its initial movement it had been a work of
the Taylor Press. The heat in the building in the

early days left a lot to be desired and the Editor

bought a large coffee pot and saw to it that each

morning it had the coffee and the water and was

"plugged in". Styrofoam cups stood nearby with that

phoney creamer and some sugar and students helped
themselves under the honor system for a dime a cup.
It became obvious that such service was hardly the

job of a dignified faculty member and so the work
went to Dave Lipke, a student who was also able to

repair Volkswagens and life considerable weights. For

the next two years he would see to it that the coffee
was ready and that some pastry stuff showed up from

time to time. He kept the pot scrupulously clean,

swept the floor, stored the supplies, and made a cof

fee that all agreed was among the best available.

Using a trick of the Editor's (Lipke really knew it on

his own) no coffee was ever wasted and the funding
of the project went well. Yes, we had a few thirsting
but no money types and probably the maximum income
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